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YouTube as a platform and a possibility for future multi-media archives
Bearing in mind the impact of new media on the notion of the archive, which is in 
the state of transition and ‘moving towards the audio-visual’ (Ernst), this paper 
focuses on the new phenomenon of archives in virtual space. Furthermore, it raises 
the question of contributing to the global knowledge growth on one of the greatest 
social and cultural internet phenomena today, YouTube. This video-sharing website 
is  referred  to  as  a  ‘space  for  crass  commercialism  and  further  reification  of 
mainstream media’  (Juhasz),  a  platform that ‘fosters community and acts as an 
agent for self-expression’ (Wetsch and Jenkins), or, as I will regard it, a possibility 
for new digital archives. Although the content such as classical and experimental 
music is  available on YouTube,  their  view count is  low in comparison to other 
mainstream and popular cultural products and videos. However, with the variety 
of ways for using / creating this virtual space, are we to attempt archiving, storing, 
curating  and  exhibiting  valuable  music  history  artifacts?  In  this  paper,  I  will 
address the case of the YouTube channel called Serbian Composers in search of the 
specifics of  the 21st-century multi-media archive.  By analysing the principles  of 
digitalisation,  selection,  categorisation,  and presentation  of  the  material  on  this 
channel, I also aim to pose questions of availability of Serbian classical and film 
music, as well as the implications of open / everyday access to this content.
Bojana Radovanović is a PhD student at the Departmet of Musicology of Faculty 
of Music, University of Arts in Belgrade, having earned her BA and MA degrees at 
the same department.  She participated in  forums and tribunes in  Serbia,  Banja 
Luka (BiH), conference Musical Diversity and Cultural Identities in the History of the 
Eurovision Song Contest  in Graz  (Austria,  2015).  She published papers in several 
collections and magazines. Her research interests include contemporary music and 
art studies, history of Serbian music and musicology, relations between music/art 
and politics, popular music, theory of art. She is one of the writers for the Belgrade 
Philharmonic blog Metronome, and one of the authors of programme notes for the 
same institution. She is a collaborator with the Belgrade Centre for Popular Music 
Research.
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